nuclei and subsequently added WGA to seal the
existing pores. A nucleoplasmic signal was
detectable when these nuclei were stained with
aNup133 and aNup160 (24). In contrast to
mock-depleted cytosol, Nup107-160–depleted
cytosol did not induce the assembly of new
pores (Fig. 3C). This lack of activity was
caused by the absence of Nup107-160, because
the addition of purified Nup107-160 complex
(fig. S2C) restored NPC insertion (Fig. 3C).
Nuclei were formed in the presence of
BAPTA (1,2-bis(2-aminophenoxy)ethaneN,N,N¶,N¶-tetraacetic acid), a calcium chelator
that inhibits NPC formation (25), and a strong
nucleoplasmic Nup133 signal was detected
(Fig. 3D). When the BAPTA nuclei were
diluted in mock-depleted cytosol, NPC insertion was restored, whereas Nup107-160–
depleted cytosol failed to do so (Fig. 3D). Consistent with the cytoplasmic RanGTP-mediated
release of Importin b from the Nup107-160
complex, we found that the addition of 5 mM
RanT24N resulted in a 60% increase of Importin b associated with immunoprecipitated
Nup107-160 complex (24). Thus, the incorporation of the Nup107-160 complex into new
assembly sites occurs from both sides of the
NE. Because nuclear transport is not required
for NPC insertion in vitro, the nucleoplasmic
pool of Nup107-160 complexes might be
generated via chromatin association during
nuclear assembly (17).
Next we wanted to analyze if pores assemble de novo or by the splitting of existing
pores (7–9). We assembled NE-0 nuclei and
subsequently fluorescently labeled individual
pores with WGA-488 (green) (Fig. 4A). Upon
dilution, WGA-488 remained stably bound to
NPCs while new unlabeled pores were inserted
(fig. S3A), which could be labeled with WGA568 (red). Newly formed pores were only
labeled with WGA-568 and appeared as red
dots, whereas old pores were labeled with both
dyes resulting in a yellow overlay. The new
pores did not exhibit green signal from existing
pores, suggesting that NPCs form de novo
(Fig. 4A). When the formation of new pores
was blocked by the addition of 5 mM
RanT24N, all pores appeared yellow in the
overlay (Fig. 4A), indicating that red dots
represented newly formed pores. Furthermore, the average fluorescence intensity of
WGA-488–labeled NPCs remained constant
after dilution of the dye, and it was indistinguishable between nuclei that inserted
new pores and nuclei where the formation of
new NPCs was blocked by 5 mM RanT24N
(fig. S3B). These results suggest that newly
formed pores do not incorporate nucleoporins
from existing NPCs, and they support a de
novo mechanism, because in a splitting process, the intensity of the old pores would be
expected to decrease. Additionally, we were
able to detect pores that stained with aPOM121,
a transmembrane nucleoporin, and Nup133,

but not with mAb414 (fig. S3C). POM121
colocalized with mAb414 when the formation
of new NPCs was blocked by RanT24N (fig.
S3C). This indicates that phenyl-glycyl–repeat
nucleoporins are recruited to new assembly
sites after POM121 and Nup107-160 complexes have been incorporated and further supports de novo formation.
To determine whether NPC formation in
vivo also occurs by a de novo mechanism, we
generated a stable HeLa cell line expressing low,
nontoxic levels of POM121 containing multiple
copies of green fluorescent protein (GFP) to
visualize individual NPCs in living cells (26).
Four-dimensional confocal time-lapse microscopy was used to follow NPC assembly during
interphase and new pores became visible as
single dots in areas where initially no GFP
signal was detectable (Fig. 4B and Movie S1)
and in areas where preexisting pores have been
photobleached (Fig. 4D). New NPCs colocalized with neighboring, preexisting pores along
the z axis (fig. S4, A and B), showing that they
were inserted into the NE. Consistent with de
novo formation, existing pores did not change
fluorescence intensity over time (Fig. 4C).
These findings further support a de novo
mechanism for NPC biogenesis.
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G protein bg subunits have potential as a target for therapeutic treatment of a number of
diseases. We performed virtual docking of a small-molecule library to a site on Gbg subunits
that mediates protein interactions. We hypothesized that differential targeting of this surface
could allow for selective modulation of Gbg subunit functions. Several compounds bound to
Gbg subunits with affinities from 0.1 to 60 mM and selectively modulated functional
Gbg-protein-protein interactions in vitro, chemotactic peptide signaling pathways in HL-60
leukocytes, and opioid receptor–dependent analgesia in vivo. These data demonstrate an approach
for modulation of G protein–coupled receptor signaling that may represent an important
therapeutic strategy.
he bg subunits of heterotrimeric guanine
nucleotide binding proteins (G proteins)
are released upon ligand activation of G
protein–coupled receptors (GPCRs). Free Gbg
subunits bind and regulate multiple target
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proteins within the cell—including phospholipase C (PLC) b2 and PLC b3, phosphoinositide 3 kinase (PI3K) g, adenylyl cyclase,
N-type Ca2þ channels, and inwardly rectifying Kþ channels—and mediate physiological
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Twenty-one compounds from the NCI library
with similar structures to M119 were tested
for relative Gb1g2 binding affinities (Fig. 1C
and table S2). For example, the apparent
affinity of M119B for bGb1g2 is 1=1000 that of
M119, with the key chemical difference
being the loss of two hydroxyl groups. Thus,
specific chemical characteristics may be
required for interactions with the Gbg hotspot. We next tested whether M119 could
disrupt protein interactions with a bona fide
Gbg binding partner, Gai1. The hotspot for
protein interaction overlaps with the Ga switch
II binding surface on Gbg. The overall Gai1-bg
interaction surface spans 1800 )2 (5, 6), and
the dissociation constant (Kd ) for Gai1 binding
to Gbg is È1 nM (11). M119 competed with
fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)–ai1 (Fai)
for binding to bGb1g2 with an IC50 value of
400 nM (Fig. 1D). However, unlike SIGK and
related peptides that bind to this surface (12),
M119 did not promote dissociation of Gai from
Gbg (fig. S1).

FlexX docking software predicted that
compounds M201 and M119 (Fig. 1C) bound
to distinct subsurfaces in the hotspot, but
M201 did not compete for SIGK binding.
Nevertheless, we tested M119 and M201 in in
vitro reconstitution assays of Gbg-dependent
activation of PLCb2, PLCb3, and PI3Kg and
binding to GRK2. M119 attenuated Gb1g2dependent activation of PLCb2 (IC50 value of
3 mM), PLCb3, and PI3Kg (Fig. 2, A to C,
left panels). M201, on the other hand, did not
affect PLCb2 activation by Gb1g2 but potentiated Gb1g2-dependent activation of both
PLCb3 and PI3Kg (Fig. 2, A to C, right
panels). M119 also inhibited direct binding of
bGb1g2 to PLCb2 and PLCb3, whereas M201
did not block binding of PLCb2 and enhanced
binding of PLCb3 to Gb1g2 (fig. S2). M119
and M201 both inhibited GRK2 binding to
bGb1g2 with similar IC50 values of approximately 5 mM (Fig. 2D). A weakly binding
compound M119B (Fig. 1C and table S2) did
not have effects in these assays (fig. S3). These

B
Bound peptide (%)

A

100
80
60
40
20
0
0

D
% maximal Fαi binding

processes such as neutrophil chemotaxis,
vascular cell proliferation, and cardiac chronotropy (1, 2).
To investigate the molecular nature of
Gbg-target recognition, we screened randompeptide phage display libraries for binding to
Gb1g2 and identified a series of peptides that
bound to a single preferred protein-protein
interaction surface (Bhotspot[) on Gb (3).
One of the peptides (SIRK) blocked Gbgdependent regulation of PLCb2 and PI3Kg
but not regulation of type I adenylyl cyclase
or N-type Ca2þ channels, thus demonstrating
the potential for selective targeting of Gbg
signaling. The crystal structure of Gb1g2 in a
complex with a SIRK peptide derivative
(SIGK) reveals the preferred interaction surface as a region overlapping the Ga-switch II
domain binding surface on top of the Gb
propeller (4–6). Subclasses of peptides appeared to bind distinct subsurfaces of the
hotspot and differentially affect G protein subunit interactions. Many Gbg effectors also use
diverse mechanisms for binding within this
surface (7, 8), and because peptides showed
some selectivity, we hypothesized that small
organic molecules also might selectively modulate Gbg-target interactions.
We used FlexX virtual screening software
(9) in the Sybyl molecular modeling package
to dock 1990 compounds in the chemical
diversity set from the National Cancer Institute (NCI) to the interaction hotspot of
Gb1g2. The diversity library was designed to
contain chemical core structures representative of the larger 250,251-compound library
from NCI. The docked models were ranked
using five scoring functions in C-Score: Dscore, G-score, F-score, Chemscore, and
PMF-score (10). Two consensus scores that
equally weight the five scoring functions
were also used to rank the compounds. The
top 1% of compounds from each scoring
function (85 compounds total) were tested
for their ability to compete with phagedisplaying SIGK for binding to biotinylated
Gb1g2 (bGb1g2) in an enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA) (3). Nine of the 85
compounds inhibited SIGK binding with
median inhibitory concentration (IC50 ) values
ranging from 100 nM to 60 mM (Fig. 1B and
table S1).
One compound, M119, with a high apparent affinity for bGb1g2 (ELISA IC50 0 200
nM) (Fig. 1, B and C, and table S1) was
selected as a lead to define structure-activity
requirements (SAR) for binding to Gb1g2.
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Fig. 1. Small molecule binding to the hotspot on Gbg. (A) Structure of SIGK bound to Gbg at the
hotspot. Amino acids within 6.5 Å of SIGK were targeted with the FlexX module of Sybyl virtual
docking software. (B) Competition ELISA data for three of the compounds identified in the virtual
screen. Compounds were tested for their ability to inhibit binding of a phage displaying the peptide
SIGKAFKILGYPDYD (3, 4). M119 (NSC119910) (squares); M109 (NSC109208) (triangles); M117
(NSC117079) (circles). Data for all the binding compounds are summarized in table S1. (C)
Structures of representative bg-binding compounds. (D) Competition of M119 for interactions
between Gai1 and Gb1g2. F-ai1 and M119 were simultaneously added to bGb1g2 immobilized on
streptavidin beads. The amount of bead-based fluorescence was assessed by flow cytometry as
described (11, 12).
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data suggest that both M201 and M119 bind to
Gbg but differentially modulate Gbg interactions with effectors. These are only two of
multiple diverse compounds identified, which
suggests the potential for multiple modes of
Gbg-dependent target modulation by these
small molecules.
To test the effects of differentially targeting
Gbg on GPCR signaling in intact cells, M119
(and a similar compound, M158C) (Fig. 1C and
table S2) and M201 were tested for their ability
to modulate fMLP receptor–dependent signaling in differentiated HL-60 leukocytes. The
fMLP receptor couples to Gi in these cells and
activates PLCb2 (PLCb3 is a minor isoform in
these cells), PI3Kg, and ERK through Gbg
signaling (13, 14). Pretreatment of differentiated HL-60 cells with M119 and M158C (Fig.
3A and fig. S4A), but not M201 (Fig. 3B and

fig. S4B), attenuated fMLP-induced Ca2þ
increases. M119 had no effect on carbacholdependent increases in Ca2þ in HEK293 cells
stably expressing the Gq-linked M3-muscarinic
receptor, confirming a specific effect of M119
on Gbg-dependent Ca2þ mobilization (fig.
S4C). fMLP-dependent GRK2 translocation to
the membrane fraction of HL-60 cells, on the
other hand, was substantially inhibited by incubation with either M119 or M201 (Fig. 3C).
Thus, M119 and M201 differentially modulate
PLCb2 regulation by Gbg, yet both inhibit
GRK2 binding in intact cells.
To assess the ability of M119 and M158C to
inhibit fMLP receptor–dependent regulation of
PI3Kg activation, we stimulated HL-60 cells
stably overexpressing a green fluorescent protein
(GFP)–tagged pleckstrin homology (PH) domain from Akt (15) with fMLP and assessed

Fig. 2. Differential
effects of M119 and
M201 on bg-dependent
regulation of downstream targets. (A) Effects of M119 and
M201 (NSC201400) on
Gbg-activation of PLCb.
Purified PLCb2 (0.25 ng)
was assayed in the presence (triangles) or absence (squares) of 100
nM purified Gb1g2. (B)
Effects of M119 and
M201 effects on purified
PLCb3 (0.5 ng) activity
in the presence (triangles) or absence (squares)
of 100 nM purified
Gb1g2. (C) Effects of
M119 and M201 on
activation of PI3Kg by
Gb1g2. Assays contained
10 ng of purified p101/
p110 PI3Kg heterodimer
with or without 100 nM
purified Gb1g2. Left,: (triangles) 100 nM Gb1g2 or
(squares) no bg. (D)
Effects of M119 and
M201 on Gbg-GRK2
interactions. M119 or
M201 and 25 nM purified
GRK2 were added simultaneously to 250 nM
bGb1g2 immobilized on
streptavidin agarose. Associated GRK2 was detected with antibody to
GRK2. Data are representative experiments
[mean T SEM, except
(D)] and were repeated
at least three times each.
The concentrations of
compound required for these assays are apparently higher than predicted by the phage ELISA assays,
but may reflect the different assay conditions and protein concentrations required for each assay.
www.sciencemag.org
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translocation of the GFP-PHAkt to the membrane by subcellular fractionation and Western
blotting. The PH domain from Akt binds to
PIP3 produced by PI3K activity at the membrane. Pretreatment of the cells with 10 mM of
M119 or M158C inhibited fMLP-dependent
translocation of GFP-PHAkt to the membrane
(Fig. 3D), consistent with the ability of these
compounds to inhibit activation of PI3Kg by
Gbg.
Stimulation of differentiated HL-60 cells
with fMLP also results in pertussis toxin–
sensitive activation of various MAP kinases,
including ERK1 and ERK2, p38, and JNK
(16). However, pretreatment of HL-60 cells
with M119, M158C, and M201 did not block
fMLP-induced activation of ERK1 and ERK2
(Fig. 3E). Ca2þ mobilization occurred at low
fMLP (100 nM) concentrations relative to that
required to observe ERK1 and ERK2 (1 mM)
activation, indicating that the selective lack of
effect of M119 on ERK activation is not due to
excess G protein activation.
We tested the efficacy of our compounds in
an in vivo model. Compared with wild-type
animals, PLCb3j/j mice are 10 times as sensitive to the antinociceptive effects of the magonist morphine (17). Because M119 blocks
Gbg-dependent activation of PLCb3, we tested
whether coadministration of M119 with morphine would also increase morphine-induced
antinociception. Coadministration of M119
with morphine intracerebroventricularly
resulted in an 11-fold increase in the analgesic
potency of morphine (Fig. 4A) EED50 values
and 95% confidence limits: 0.069 (0.023 to
0.201) nmol and 0.743 (0.341 to 1.62) nmol,
respectively^, whereas administration of 100
nmol M119 alone had no effect on baseline
antinociception (table S3). M119 also had no
effect on morphine-dependent antinociception
in PLCb3j/j mice (Fig. 4B). These data
highlight the specificity of M119 actions and
the selective nature of M119 both in vitro and
in vivo. Gbg subunits regulate many aspects
of signaling critical for the actions of opioid
agonists (18). If M119 were globally blocking
Gbg subunit functions, we expect that morphineinduced antinociception would have been attenuated rather than potentiated with M119
coadministration.
Protein interaction interfaces present difficult
drug targets because of the generally large
interaction surface area and flat topology of the
interaction surfaces. Hotspots at protein interfaces comprise a small fraction of the overall
interaction surface, yet are responsible for most
of the energetics of binding, and it has been
proposed that targeting such surfaces could
successfully disrupt protein-protein binding
(19). As a result of extensive screening, some
protein interaction interfaces have been targeted
with small molecules (19–21). Our screen of
only 1990 molecules identified multiple compounds with apparent affinities in the high nM
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Fig. 3. Effects of M119 and related compounds on Gbg signaling in dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO)–differentiated HL-60 cells. (A) M119 and related
compounds block fMLP-dependent Ca2þ release in differentiated HL-60
cells, loaded with 1 mM Fura2-AM. Cells were pretreated with DMSO or 10
mM compounds for 5 min before stimulation with 250 nM fMLP. The change
in fluorescence was monitored at 340/380 nm. Data are representative of
five independent experiments. Compounds are significantly different than DMSO
control, P G 0.01. See fig. S4A for dose dependence. (B) Same as A except 10
mM M201 was tested. Data are representative of four independent experiments.
See fig. S4B for pooled data. (C) M119 and M201 inhibition of GRK2
translocation. Differentiated HL-60 cells were treated with 10 mM
compound before stimulation with 250 nM fMLP. Translocation of
endogenous GRK2 was determined by Western blotting with a GRK2
antibody and quantitative chemiluminescence. Data are mean T SEM
from five experiments, *P G 0.05, **P G 0.01 analysis of variance
(ANOVA). (D) M119 and M158C (NSC158110) inhibition of GFP-PHAkt
translocation. Differentiated HL-60 cells stably overexpressing GFP-PHAkt
were treated with 10 mM compound before stimulation with 100 nM fMLP.
Translocation of GFP-PHAkt to the membrane was determined by Western
blotting with antibody to GFP and quantitative chemiluminescence. Data
are mean T SEM from four experiments. ***P G 0.001 ANOVA. (E) Lack of
effect of M119, M158C, and M201 on fMLP-induced ERK1 and ERK2
activation. Differentiated HL-60 cells were pretreated with 10 mM of
compound prior to stimulation with 1 mM fMLP for 5 min. Levels of
phosphorylated and total ERK were determined by Western blotting. This
experiment was repeated three times with similar results.

Fig. 4. M119 effects on morphine-induced antinociception in (A) wild-type and (B)
PLCb3j/j mice. Increasing concentrations of morphine were administered intracerebroventricularly to mice with (squares) or without (triangles) concomitant
administration of 100 nmol M119. Antinociception was measured 20 min after
injection using the 55-C tail-flick test. Data are mean T SEM from 7 to 10 animals
at each point.

to low mM range. These molecules demonstrate
that multiple small molecule binders of Gbg
could be developed that differentially modulate
functions downstream of GPCRs. Numerous
studies in animal models have implicated Gbgsubunit targeting as a therapeutic strategy in
diseases such as heart failure (22), prostate
cancer (23), vascular disease (24), and inflammatory disease (13). Thus, more extensive
screening for molecules that bind to the Gbg
hotspot will yield a repertoire of potentially
therapeutically useful small molecules.
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